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There are summers and then there are sum-
mers. And oh my what a summer it was. There 
is no proper way to describe the feelings of 
emotion and Hakaras Hatov that we are all feel-
ing after the summer of 5780/2020. We came 
in to a summer that no one could have possibly 
planned, so unsure of what lay ahead. There 
were restrictions, limitations, and a sense of 
uneasiness at the beginning of the summer. But 
as the summer progressed we realized that this 
summer was also a tremendous opportunity 
for us. And boy did we seize it. We grew in so 
many ways on and off the court (not just inches 
or flag grabbing). There were  moments of joy 
(RED!!), moments of frustration (rain...) and mo-
ments of disappointment (most league teams 
:-). But throughout it all the entire head staff 
kept remarking how impressed we were by the 
chevra we had this year. From the 6th Graders, 
who have us all excited for what’s in store next 
year, to the ninth graders who were leaders in 
their own right, to the dedicated staff, it is all 
of you that makes Eeshay such a special place. 
So as leave the tent for the last time, and walk 
into your house tonight, remember this. When 
life gave us lemons, all of us together made the 
worlds greatest smoothie.
Have a great shabbos and a year of 
shteiging, 
Rabbi Schonfeld
Rabbi Kramer
Rabbi Kessel

This Weeks Top 10 Dear Campers. . .

10- Ice cream truck
9- Batman and the Rabim
8- Septimus joins color 
war
7- Yisroel Feit’s perfor-
mance in the derby
6- Moshe Muehlgay cos-
tume
5- Mehl’s game winning 
catch in color war
4- Abraham wins 3 point 
contest at buzzer
3- Color War scores an-
nouncement
2- Playoffs all day Thurs-
day!
1- Singing the Alma Mater 
remembering the memo-
ries from the summer of a 
lifetime
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Sparks
Of



E-LeagueE-League

Hakol Kol Yaakov . . .

League Standings

To my Little Bachurs,
I still have so many questions. For example: What exactly does Rabbi Schonfeld do (Because apparently he’s not here for his 
math skills)? And who’s this Baruch Korn guy? And where was Eeshay’s Talent (Uh....Yeah)? And why does Rabbi Kessel dislike 
children so much? And why are Passaic kids so lazy (It wouldn’t kill you to walk somewhere)? And why is the average age on 
our basketball team 40 (Maybe it’s so we have excuse for losing by 40)? And why is the newsletter called Sparks (It sure isn’t 
because of the “fire” content)?
Despite all these things that I still don’t know, I do know one thing. I had a great summer in Eeshay. The staff is awesome, the 
campers are really great, and the head staff is okay. Also I really discovered my love for being an umpire during the last few 
days of camp. There’s nothing like calling a kid out on strikes while he stares at strike three with the bat on his shoulder. The 
only thing better is watching him walk sheepishly back to where he was sitting. But back to serious, my summer was greatly 
enhanced by my experiences in Eeshay. I really appreciate everyone who befriended me during my first year in camp, making 
me feel welcome. I hope everyone has a successful year in school, yeshiva, seminary etc. We’ll see you soon!
Sincerely,
Your Big Bachur,
Yaakov Horwitz

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Brewers 11-6Brewers 11-6
Titans 10-7Titans 10-7
Braves 10-7Braves 10-7
Hornets 8-9Hornets 8-9

Diamondbacks 7-10Diamondbacks 7-10
Reds 6-11Reds 6-11

Overheard In Eeshay:
“The summer that no one could have 

planned... but that I wouldn’t change for 
anything in the world“

Teams W L
Chiefs 6 1
Giants 6 2

Chargers 4 3
Panthers 3 4
Steelers 3 5
Rams 1 6

 Older Division Older Division
Tar Heels 9-1Tar Heels 9-1

Redwings 6-3-1Redwings 6-3-1
Hoyas 6-4Hoyas 6-4
Wolves 5-5Wolves 5-5
Titans 4-6Titans 4-6

Redsox 3-6-1Redsox 3-6-1
Crush 3-7Crush 3-7

Islanders 3-7Islanders 3-7

Teams W L
Iron Birds 3 2

Rough Riders 3 2
Stone Crabs 2 3
Chihuahuas 1 4

Teams W L
Big Blue 5 0
Lobos 3 2

Big Apple Pizza 2 3
Medrash 0 5

Teams W L
Bulldogs 2 2
Marlins 1 2

Teams W L

Wizards 4 0
76ers 0 3

Teams W L
Heller 6 4

Manavu 5 5
CBK 5 5

WBCWBC

EFLEFL

Teams W L
New Orleans 3 0

Warriors 0 3

Surprise! The mystery writer was me, Baruch Korn the whole time! How could you guys not figure it out? All those clues? Helloooooo, anyone home? 
Sheesh. And you guys were all soooo scared. Y’all thought it was some kind of evil serial killer or something, but it was just me. (Then again, what 
happened to Yaakov Kahn?) So ends summer 2017. Or was it 2018? Oh, it’s 2020? Ohmygoodness! Sorry if I’m a little confused; Red Team’s play really 
warped my mind. I am trying desperately to purge it from my mind. I hope you all had a fantastic and safe summer. Mine wasn’t bad, but I really missed 
being in camp. Today, I saw a picture of a few campers playing baseball. The camera was on the third base side facing the plate, so you could see the 
batter, the catcher, and the umpire. I couldn’t peel my eyes away; I should’ve been the ump in the picture. I had to Zoom in to see the Color War plays; 
I should’ve been writing and acting in one of them! I still have great ideas for CW plays, but I don’t think I’ll be able to make them happen. I miss the  
DavisHouse and my other Secret Underground Bunker, I miss my shul, and I miss seeing and spending time with all of you guys. I’ve never had so much 
fun in camp than as a Staff Member at Eeshay, and I have all of you guys to thank for it. But such is the way of life; we all have to leave camp eventually. I 
am very grateful to R Schonfeld for dragging me out of retirement to write these articles. I can still be in camp, even when I’m not. So there I was, sitting 
in my secret underground bunker minding my own business, when all of the sudden, the hatch gets blown open and group of misfits led by some crazy 
Israeli burst in, and they all start beating me up until everything went black. Sometime later, I regained consciousness in a dark creepy basement not my 
own. My head was pounding mightily, and a heavy chain bound me to the floor. The door slowly opened, and a man wrapped in shadows walked in. He 
laughed cruelly at my demise, and said that he brought me here to write articles for him every week, all year long. It was at this moment, I was finally 
able to push aside my headache and took a good look at my oppressor. It was R Schonfeld. I was shocked. How could such a nice man commit such a 
heinous crime? And also, why would he want articles all year long? Doesn’t he just hibernate till next summer? Makes no sense. But here I sit. And here I 
remain. HEEEEEEEELP!!! The camp will be voting on the team themes for next year’s CW.  Do you want bathing suits vs speedos, or do you want Milchigs 
vs Fleishigs? Please email your vote to the camp email address, which is now working properly once again. Deadline is 9/1/2020; late votes will not be 
counted. As the COVID numbers go down and hopefully we never see the virus ever again, if everyone could please continue to wear masks, that would 
be much appreciated. Especially if you’re ugly. A list of people who should continue social distancing will be sent out shortly. Lastly, please take a few 
moments to go over and thank all the head staff for making camp happen this summer. Every summer, they work countless hours to bring you an amaz-
ing summer, and this year was especially trying. Millions of kids all over the country could not go to camp this summer; be thankful that you had this 
privilege, and be thankful it was Eeshay. It is the best camp in the world.
HAVE A GREAT YEAR!!!



Wow. The best summer of our lives has officially come to a 
close. Seems like it was just yester-
day I walked into camp on the first 
day knowing exactly one person’s 
name. Well, not any more!   it’s 
been such an awesome experience 
getting to know all the bois (THE 
BOIS!!!), balling together and reff-
ing ..... and  reffing and reffing - but 
mostly reffing. Thank you to each 
and every one of you for making me 
feel so welcome and at home from 
day one. Now for the blue team. 
Wow. What can I say boys? We gave 
it our all, fought like meshugaman 
in Afghanistan, battled like Morrrison on the slip and slide. 
But all that just wasn’t enough to get it done. We all know 
it’s about the journey and not the destination though - and 
what a journey it was! Captains Groman and Sperling dedi-
cated hours of their free time to writing, planning, shopping, 
organizing and taking absolutely necessary slurpee breaks. 
Without them we would have never stood chance. Thank you! 
To the Barnett bros who worked tirelessly to help make our 
beautiful Alma mater, thank you! Lieutenant Gewirtz, that’s 
right, lieutenant! You may have not been given a title but you 
definitely deserved it. You were a major part of every single 
thing we did, and those back to back chocolate chip cookies 
kept us going through some dark times. I would be remiss if 
I didn’t mention the star of the play, the heart and soul of our 
team, the man behind it all. Thanks Zeke. Thank you to Sruli 
Schonfeld for all the help with the play and the cheer. Eitan 
Zoldan, you where a tremendous help throughout, especially 
with the play. Thank you Avi Meth for staying up all night 
working with the boys. Thank you Chaim Glasser, without 
you the play doesn’t happen. Binyamin Mathias, thank you for 
hitting the most clutch free throw of your life. Mordy Buchen, 
thank you for constantly running around and supporting the 
boys (THE BOIS!!!), I’m eternally grateful for your loving high 
fives. DOVIE BERKES, Bro. Wow. In my life I have never seen 
somebody walk into such an impressively dysfunctional situa-
tion and emerge with such an awesome and supremely orga-
nized play. You’re the best boss I’ve ever had. THANK YOU. 
To all the campers of blue team, you guys were awesome! It 
was an honor to have fought beside you! It was a blast from 
start to finish. To R Kramer, R Kessel and R Schonfeld, the 
atmosphere and culture that you’ve created in Eeshay is actu-
ally unbelievable. Thank you for making me feel like I’ve been 
an Eeshayer my whole life. Thank you Shimmy for the rides, 
Yaakov for the hugs and Muehlgay for the hugs. We all know 
you guys are the gears that keep camp rolling. So let me hear 
all y’all one last time: 
Who we doing it for??? 

General Yitzi “itzik Batman” Tyberg

 What’s up everyone! It’s general Jacobs                                                                        
coming to you with one day left of 
another absolutely spectacular sum-
mer, a summer that was truly like 
no other in more ways than one. As 
both teams expressed so beautifully 
in the alma maters we didn’t think 
we’d even be there singing at the 
climax of color war and we have to 
give tremendous hakoras hatov to 
Rabbi Schonfeld and the entire head 
staff for their tremendous work and 
ingenuity in creating an environ-
ment filled the incredible ruach of 
Eeshay day in and day out even in 
the current matziv. (The gym being 

open this half was the biggest improvement for me.) And now on 
to Color War 2020! What an awesome performance by the entire 
red team, each Yachid contributing to the win (get it.) But seri-
ously awesome job by the entire red staff working late hours 3 
straight nights and still having the energy to show and bring the 
hype in sports, play, aqua meet (sort of,) and definitely the apache 
race and bring us to victory. Got to start with a massive shout-
out and thank you to Asher (Ack)erman for along with Eli Soled 
engineering the dominant performance in camper sports and the 
apache race and on top of that playing great in the staff games 
acting in the play and letting us use his house as our base of 
operations (until we got rained out.) Thank you to our great play 
team led by Daniel and Ari and all the campers who acted so well 
for putting on a hilariously great  production. As always thank 
you to Moshe Muehlgay for doing a great job running camp his 
Oscar worthy performance in the play (even though the wig fell 
off) and for doing all the little things from getting props to buying 
Laffy Taffies last second for the play. And by far the best of all we 
managed to go through a whole color war without giving each 
other stitches! Thank you to Yehuda Benschar, Hillel Muehlgay, 
Shimmy Hahn, and Ephriam Younger for all your work organiz-
ing the games, great performances in sports and the home run 
derby, and for bringing the energy throughout color war. And 
of course our incredible song team Yaakov Sperling and Yechiel 
Miller you guys really went above and beyond to help produce 
our amazing cheer and alma mater. I had a ton of fun thinking up 
lyrics with you guys till the late hours of the morning and Yaa-
kov going above and beyond by also singlehandedly writing the 
grammen and dvar halacha. Thank you so much guys! And the 
best for last; the amazing campers of the red team, you guys were 
amazing, dominating in sports both days and absolutely killing 
it in the apache race. You were truly the driving force behind this 
win. I’d also like to give a big shoutout to general (Rabbi) Tyberg 
and the blue team for your valiant effort I really enjoyed battling 
it out with you guys. And last but certainly not least to the amaz-
ing head staff of Camp Eeshay for all the work you have done and 
continue to do to ensure that Eeshay remains the best camp there 
is. So thank you to Rabbi Schonfeld, Rabbi Kramer, Rabbi Kessel, 
Shimmy, Heshy for yet another incredible summer.  
Signing off for now ,  
General Akiva Jacobs   

COLOR WAR 2020!!COLOR WAR 2020!!



Team Blue- Alma Mater    T.T.T.O.: Aleinu- WTBY 
LOW 1:  
It’s been such a long time,  
since I’ve been with my friends,  
When will I see them again... .  
Yeshivas been on zoom, 
I’m confined to my room  
Will this ever end…? 
 
LOW 2:  And then I get the news,  
that I’ve been longing to hear,  
summers drawing near  
EESHAYS opening 
Were finally off-screen  
That Spark begins to gleam 
 
CHORUS: Even when darkness comes,  
crashing through 
Whenever you need a friend, to carry you 
Eeshays there for me, by your side, holding your hand 
Through a summer that nobody could have planned

LOW 3: Bubbles and wristbands, rules to follow 
But it’s still the same camp I know  
Swimming chess E league, W.B.C  
Nuff’ Said this is the place to beee 
 
LOW 4: Shimmy Mensch always alive with his boundless en-
ergy,  
Horowitz dropping the beat  
The thrill of every game, the rush of every play,  
it’s the league of RJK

CHORUS: Even when darkness comes,  
crashing through 
Whenever you need a friend, to carry you 
Eeshays there for me, by your side, holding your hand 
Through a summer that nobody could have planned

LOW 5: A shining smile, a genuine warmth, 
Rabbi Kramers glowing love , 
Cares for all of us 
Tough loss or a scrape 
You never hesitate 
You always can relate.. 
 
LOW 6: The driving force of our camp 
Rabbi Schonfeld at the helm 
Facilitating each and every day 
Carrying the team  
Eight years it’s been supreme 
Making the TLC our dream

CHORUS: Even when darkness comes,  
crashing through 
Whenever you need a friend, to carry you 
Eeshays there for me, by your side, holding your hand 
Through a summer that nobody could have planned

Low 7: Standing in the setting sun, in the parking lot 
A long color war we’ve just fought 
All The friends that I’ll keep, the growth that I’ve achieved  
I CANT BELIEVE ITS TIME TO LEAVE

CHORUS: Even when darkness comes,  
crashing through 
Whenever you need a friend, to carry you 
Eeshays there for me, by your side, holding your hand 
Through a summer that nobody could have planned

CHORUS: Even when darkness comes,  
crashing through 
Whenever you need a friend, to carry you 
Eeshays there for me, by your side, holding your hand 
Through a summer that nobody could have planned

Team Red-Yachid-Alma Mater    T.T.T.O. “Lo Sira” by Noam Gelb
Low 1: Lying down, bored and drained
All my progress through the year slipping away
Haven’t seen, a friend in weeks
Will I have to spend summer in the streets?

Low 2: I hear a knock, my dad’s voice
“Son, I have news, there is another choice
Eeshay is, open this year”
I suddenly feel my fears disappear

High 1: I had thought, “the summer’s dead and gone”
Didn’t think, we’d ever sing this song
But we’re back again, and we’re stronger now than ever
I know you’ll never let me go

High 2: All my friends, the moments we have shared 
Will give, me strength throughout the year
Side by side, we stand as one together
I’m not afraid to go back home

Low 3: Learning groups may be on zoom 
But the energy is still felt in my room
Brought to me by FSA
The light of Torah brightens up my day

Low 4: We take the field, give it our all
Everybody getting a chance to stand tall
Energized, by his support 
R’ Kessel’s there, both on and off the court

High 1: I had thought, “the summer’s dead and gone”
Didn’t think, we’d ever sing this song
But we’re back again, and we’re stronger now than ever
I know you’ll never let me go

High 2: All my friends, the moments we have shared 
Will give, me strength throughout the year
Side by side, we stand as one together
I’m not afraid to go back home
Low 5: He’s Camp Eeshay’s heart and soul
When I’m broken his warm smile makes me whole
When I’m down, I know he’s there
R’ Kramer it’s so clear you truly care

Low 6: The force behind all that we do
There are no words to properly thank you
How can one match R’ Schonfeld’s drive
You have gifted us the summer of our lives

High 1: I had thought, “the summer’s dead and gone”
Didn’t think, we’d ever sing this song
But we’re back again, and we’re stronger now than ever
I know you’ll never let me go

High 2: All my friends, the moments we have shared 
Will give, me strength throughout the year
Side by side, we stand as one together
I’m not afraid to go back home

Low 7: BMX, 40 yard strides,
EGT, Body slams on the slide
Chicago Boys, Clifton repeats
All synchronized to Eeshay’s unique beat

Low 8: At long last, my world has light
There is nothing I can’t do with Eeshay’s might
Against all odds, you overcame
Nothing can put out your eternal flame!

High 1 (Solo): I had thought, “the summer’s dead and gone”
Didn’t think, we’d ever sing this song
But we’re back again, and we’re stronger now than ever
I know you’ll never let me go

High 2: All my friends, the moments we have shared 
Will give, me strength throughout the year
Side by side, we stand as one together
I’m not afraid to go back home (Back to High 1, all together)

Ending Duet: With your spark, I’m more prepared than ever
Thank you for all that you have done



          If I Got a Penny Every Time…

Nochlin said “I love Eeshay” 
Seidenfeld came late to baseball 
Yaakov Horwitz screamed a call 
Koenigsberg was on his Segway 

Wachsberg made a save in hockey 
Meth played 3-1  

Gopin left camp early 
Herzog made the championships 

Morrison said a joke  
Zeke looked cool 
It almost rained  

A. Rothenberg played ping pong  
A WBC player asked for a sub 
Teams fought over Feinsod 

Volleyball was picked in playoffs 
Strum shot from half court 

Goder refused to shave 
Levin played chess 

Tuvia hit a 3

 I Would Be a Millionaire!!!

Results from the Eeshay Survey 2020
 These results are in no specific order and they range    
from the most repetitive real answer to the funniest 
answer given to that question

1. Best night activity of the summer:
Tie- Deal or no deal and Torture the counselor

2. Best Baseball Ref:
Chaim Glasser

3. Best Football Ref:
Asher Ackerman

4. What animal would you say Yaakov Horwitz is?:
Lion

5. Strongest Camper:
Azaryah Gasner, Menachem Mittel

6. Funniest Camper:
Dovi Berkes, Aryeh Kessel

7. Funniest Staff Member:
Daniel Morrison for some reason

8. Which camper would you say has the most 
friends?:
Eli Soled

9. Most immature staff member:
Literally everyone wrote something different, 
(Shimmy Mensch)

10. Most Underrated Player:
Me was the most popular answer ironically once 
again

11. If you were walking down a dark and shady alley, 
which person from camp would you take with you?:
Daniel Morrison, but you guys voted him funniest 
guy and that doesn’t make any sense, so we’re going 
with 2nd place Aryeh Novack

12. Least favorite sport to play in leagues:
Volleyball if it was a sport

13. Favorite sport in leagues:
Baseball, but also basketball and football

14. Who rocks the best beard in camp:
You guys all answered wrong. I’m not putting your 
answer down

15. Which camper should really be staff?:
Binny Sperling, Yonason Mathias

16. Favorite item in the canteen:
Spicy fries, mac and cheese, and ice cream

17. If you had to, who from camp would you vote in 
as president?:
Rabbi Kramer



Eeshay 2020...5780...Finally!!... Orientation on Zoom... staggered schedule... air conditioned dining room outdoors... it never rains in 
Eeshay... unless it does... bunk/bubbles... wristbands... new baskets... 3 Feits... wild card track... canteen bigger and better... Moshe Kessel 
& Yisrael Klein pick sixes on back to back plays... Snitow leads picture perfect drive to end the half... Feit climbs the ladder to snare a 
screaming liner over 3rd...Tendler slides under the tag to score... Sperka clapping game... boards in hockey... Lazar double hat trick... 
strike and a spare in number boggle... how many Amorayim are there... Henoch Wolff’s pushups... Rhein vs Schonfeld (the counselor) in 
chess... Novack goes deep... Stechler is fast!... Kruter too... Benschar tried to play soccer... Asher Nochlin from the lower East side... A 
Gasner dominates push up contest...Azi Miller scores a legendary goal...Tendler gorgeous deep touch pass touchdown...Glassberg one 
hand snag... Ryback 3 picks in the 1st half... Schechter fakes out half defense and throws the TD...M Kessel breaking ankles and takes the 
lead... Makowsky rips away the tipped ball to avoid the iNT...Y Snitow completes pass while holding his flag... Orioles 11-0 over mets...in 
the 1st period...D Abramoff beats Frohlich in a pickle... Rabbi Kessel has a new baby boy!... and then comes to camp the next day... Ken 
and the sky riders... extra innings in baseball... Rosenblum scoops at first base... Judah G beats Rabbi S... Micha abromoff walk off dou-
ble...Friedman beats out grounder... Glassberg ties it from midfield... Lazar scores to win it with 8 seconds left...Pomper incredible diving 
catch...Isseroff clutch pick 6 to take the lead... Rosenblum grabs jump ball touchdown in rain as time runs out... Y Gelb blows an easy 
home run by missing 3rd by 6 feet... Shabse climbs the ladder... D Abramoff one handed 2 pt conversion... N Lazar stuff Pick 6... Hahn 
walk off 40 yard TD run... Zevie Herzog wins 50$... Shabsi Stein hat trick in soccer... Aryeh Kessel no look back hand flip touchdown... Y 
Gross diving stop, spinning, across the body throw for the out... N Lazar stuffs Glassberg at line... and then does it again... Danto makes a 
call... T Goder coaches the other team while playing volleyball... D Abramoff hits the 3 to tie it with 10 seconds left... Stechler grand 
slam... Y Abraham fast break behind the back pass... Y Gelb toe drag TD... Chaim Gross finally gets recognition... Hahn runs it in with one 
shoe... Y Gewirtz throws 3 perfect deep balls in a row... and his team drops them all... Goder, Pomper, and Greenberg 5-4-3 double play... 
Solomon takes a victory lap after scoring a goal... Kaniel and Wynberg back to back pick six on back to back throws... Packers 3 pick six... 
M Abramoff running over the shoulder catch in deep left to rob Feit... Mathias one handed INT in endzone... Gelb versus Novack re-
match... Novack lays down any controversy with the win... Aryeh Shulman catches fish late... Shlomo Strum takes half court shot... 
Gasner game winning TD catch... Oldak beats Slepoy by half a step... Chicago Boyz in flight... deal or no deal... crazy races... intense 
connect four... Goder field goal block... Kahn and Sperka get crushed by campers in tug of war... “Orent” allowed to throw Yeshaya in the 
pool... Lisker too good of a sub in WBC... Yehuda Stein hockey wiz... Shmuel Goder scores in hockey vs no goalie... again... and again... 
Eeshay is on Fire! (And 97 degrees)... Zacky Weiss breaks ankles... Zarkhin with the game winning goal...and then scores again... Lazar 
and Hack perfectly trap Feit in a pickle by third... Rothenberg one handed TD... D Abramoff hat trick... A Muehlgay one handed catch... 
Rosenblum buzzer beater to win it in OT... Traiger over the shoulder TD catch... Hoyas complete 12 point comeback... Gelb wears a shirt... 
Dubinsky with the kick save in right field... S Lazar bests the camp with 9 HR... S Goder hits Glasser from makeshift field to the diamond... 
Salomon joins WBC... Sacha dazzles in chess... Neighborhood day 2020!... Kessel 2 run bomb... Sperling and Ackerman sacrifice for their 
team... the return of Yitzy Rosenbluth... hockey Nochstadter... Hack the math wiz... Tuvia Minchenberg 3 point barrage... Muehlgay got 
arrested at 3rd ward???... RCBC... Rabbi Fishberg’s wig... parking meters... coach Sperka... stay away from Lazar the bone breaker... new 
barriers in dining room... Scheiner beats Glassberg in home run derby... Baum the segway speedster... spell alligator... Compart’s 10th 
siyum on Tamid... you read correctly... TENTH... Clifton defends crown... staff BBQ + bunk 15... new tent... Klein drops it, tipped by Abrams, 
Klein catches it, takes it for six... Y Greenberg 100 yard pick six... Rabbi Kramer scores 7 in a row for a quick one on one win over Kahn... 
Rothenberg leaping catch at short... Mordechai Rosenbaum walk off... Tendler three consecutive plays three consecutive sacks... Glass-
berg cross body TD... Aryeh Kessel quadruple teamed... still scores all his team points in the first half... Tendler stuff and pick at the line... 
Nochlin 5 sacks in playoffs... Wietschner “diving” play to avoid the TD... Yeshiva Ktana beats YBH in volleyball 3 vs 10... Feit to Kessel toe 
tap TD to take the lead with under a minute left... Tendler game winning TD with less than 10 seconds left to go to championship... 
Shimmy Davis spins on the baseline to avoid the tag... Second half begins... Rabbi Kramer rebbe for sixth grade... Rabbi Engelson WiFi 
issues... new staff... Yaakov Horwitz... 2 Sperlings... Daniel Morrison the artist... and bad joke teller... and professional wrestler... charades... 
Rav Asher Arieli... liver transplant... anesthesiologist... Akiva Jacobs... hockey boards... Shlomo Gopin makes his return to dominate 
football... then gets gassed halfway through... A Snitow over the shoulder catch... Yehuda Mathias toe trag swag... Yehuda Feit Eliminates 
Yisroel Feit in lineup... A Snitow gets Zeke out in lineup and wins... and then wins again... storm day... campers count down the downfall 
of the tent... tent holds up (barely)... Eeshay 2018 video... Shabse wins first place... Zharkin, Bruckstein, and Kowalsky win too...  basket-
ball inside... down goes the baskets... Judah G wakes up in hockey indoors... then loses the next day... Muehlgay comes to camp day 
after wisdom teeth removed... Yablok over the shoulder TD’s with a broken thumb... Kagan jukes two defenders on the way to the end 
zone... Moshe Kessel ‘s pass swatted at the line, catches the deflection and runs for 50... Wietschner calls a false start on himself... EGT... 
Stempler the artist... Tyberg the rapper (in English!)... the unicorn... Stern on the piano... Chaim Solomon walk off hit... Nochlin and 
Berman from lower East side... Ellen improved power in baseball... 2 Altschullers!... Goder shaves... Diving over the shoulder catch by 
Mehl... Weinstein game winning TD with 30 seconds left to game...  Y Gewirtz snatches ball off the line for pick 6... Seidenfeld walk off in 
WBC playoffs... Zolty 99 yard TD... Lisker strikes out... Ehrman HR to tie it in bottom 9th... walks it off in 11... Frohlich halfcourt goal to tie 
it... Pomper takes down Yisroel Feit... S Lazar goes oppo and scores in garbage can... D Goldschmidt Eeshay home run, 3 errors... S Lazar 
99 yard run... D Solomon unnecessary slide into home... Kreitman 99 yard pick at end of half...pulled at the 1... Tendler toe drag swag... 
Yaakov Gewirtz owns shoes???... N Lazar jukes Wietschner... M Kessel 99 yard TD run... Herzog 99 yard pick 6... Mehl dodges the tag... M 
Kessel catches it off pitchers head for the out... Mehl barehands the ball, spins, gets the out at first... N Lazar 5 TD first half... N Kagan wins 
4 times for Eeshay rush record... Graff diving catch... Pesah wins the shas... Lisker thrown out at home twice in a game... Pomper beats A 
Snitow in the tip off... Rabbi Cory... Aron Hahn 99 yard TD run at the end of half... 2 pt conversion tipped and taken to house by Y Klein... 
Shabse and S Goder drop the gloves In soccer... Feit gets into a pickle to score the runner, then jukes out Pomper on the basepaths... B 
Altschuller spectacular diving catch to rob Pomper... Mathias 5 picks... Akiva Levin triples in 2 straight games... Abraham to Tyberg for a 
buzzer beater in E League... Feit moves in the fences, then homers over them... R Schonfeld halfcourt shot in Romimu for ice cream... 
Pomper the zeide in music video... Goder doesn’t vote... neither does Kagan... Yosef Gross (and not his brothers) edit the video... bike 
show... Nochlin and N Kagan actually do Shiluach Hakan... and win the Airpods and hoverboard... Azi Schonfeld comes to camp to take 
over Zarkhin... Horwitz’s black T Shirts... Wachsberg the goalie... Seidenfeld to the baseball field please... the Lazar sub controversy... 
Pomper game winning goal with under one minute left... ref Barnett... R Kessel and R Kramer on segways... R Kramer plays (and pitches) 
in 3-1... Darbuka.... shaka shaka boom... pita... Horwitz rap... color war 2020!... round robin baseball... general Tyberg... General Jacobs... 
Mehl’s incredible catch... Gewirtz deep ball to Shabse... garbage race... legendary 8th/9th grade tug of war... Yisrael Feit goes yard in 
derby... Benschar hits one a mile... speedy Iskowitz in the pool... Kagan family goes on vacation during color war... who gets Mittel and 
Mathias... A Rothenberg ping pong master... Pesah 99 yard TD run... Mosher Kessel jumps to avoid pull and stays in bound for TD... 
Menachem Cohen great at math... Ellen’s bunny rabbits... the blue boys... Shimon Goldman’s “I believe”... Slepoy the soloist... mama, there 
goes that man... “Mrs” Muehlgay... Benschar has beef with the ref... Berkes writes the play... Azi Schonfelds beard... alma maters... red 1954 
blue 1833... Glassberg 4 picks ... N Gewirtz blocks punt into the end zone... Rosenwasser with playoff walk off... Rabbi Schonfeld calls it 
before the pitch... M Altschuller climbs the ladder for snag at third... ice cream truck... Micha Abramoff climbs the ladder for the catch... 
crazy trivia with Shimmy... playoffs all day... banquet... fried Oreos... trophies... awards... next year in yerushalayim...


